Advanced Technology Solutions for a
Smarter and Safer Mobility Ecosystem

The one-shop-stop for Tolling and
Intelligent Transportation Systems
We are the Gavio Group technology company leader in the design,
implementation and maintenance of advanced technology solutions
for the efficient and safe management of Traffic and Transportation
Infrastructures.
We help every day main Italian turnpikes to manage around 1.4
million transits, enabling multiple payment modes, recognizing
and classifying each vehicle that cross a toll gate, reducing risks for
the travelers through a timely and accurate Incident Detection and
Prevention and supporting the communications among all ecosystem
players (workers, law enforcement agencies, travelers, …).
All in real-time, 24 x 7 x 365.
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To ensure the high standards of quality, reliability and security
required by the industry, all our “mission critical” services are
deployed through fiber optic network and data centers owned and
managed by us.
Today, thanks to our strong synergy with others Gavio Group
companies and the deep expertise acquired during the last twenty
years in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems and ICT,
we are one of the key Italian Technology player involved in the
digitalization process of national transportation infrastructures.

Shaping the future
We leverage on our experience and the power of digital innovation to design
and build solutions that will make transportation infrastructures “intelligent”,
ready to face future mobility challenges and opportunities.

Enhance the travel experience
by improving roadside equipment
through leading edge technology

Enable interconnection
between people, vehicles
and infrastructures

Manage in a dynamic way
transportation capacity and
traffic flow

Digitalise assets to
increase availability and safety

The Gavio Group is one of Italy’s top
industrial groups, active in fields ranging
from motorway concessions and infrastructure
construction to transportation, logistics,
technology and yachting.
The Gavio Group is active in Italy and around the
world with about 10,000 highly qualified technical and
professional resources, and with an aggregate income of
about 2.6 billion Euro.
Drawing on many years of experience, the Companies in
the Group operate synergically with one another in order
to guarantee excellent results in terms of efficiency,
service and professionalism.
The Gavio Group is currently the fourth toll road operator
in the world with 4.150 km of roads under concession in
Italy and Brazil.
The Gavio Group is the main toll road operator in the
North-west of Italy with approximately 1.423 km of
network under concession and through Ecorodovias,
one of the largest player in the brazialian infrastructure
sector, manages approximately 2.640 km of roads in the
country. Finally through the shareholding in Road Link
the Group manages approximately 84 km of roads in the
United Kingdom.
In the construction sector the Group operates through
the subsidiary Itinera, one of the leading Italian
construction companies by size, revenues,and backlog,
carrying out large-scale infrastructural work and civil and
industrial construction work. Itinera operates worldwide,
in Europe, South Africa, the Middle East, Latin America,
and United States, where the company is present
through its subdiary, Halmar International Lcc.

In the engineering sector, the Group, trought Sina,
guarantees the study, promotion, design and
commissioning of new projects in the sector of largescale roadworks, as well as monitoring and maintaining
the same infrastructures.
The Gavio Group is also among the main operators in
the transport and logistics sector.
In the road transport sector in particular, the Group
works in the transport of petroleum products and
containers, with a large fleet of over 3,000 vehicles
(tractors and trailers) and 1,500 workers.
In the logistics sector, the Group boasts important
logistic and intermodal centers for the concentration
and distribution of goods and the supply of combined
services. The Group manages warehouse space and
structures in major ports as well as in in inlands ports
and logistic centers.
The Group is active in the technology and information
technology sectors, dealing with the design, realisation
and installation of advanced systems applied to
transports, such as technological systems for the
European motorway network, intelligent toll systems, and
“infomobility” systems.
In the yachting sector, the Gavio Group is represented
by three prestigious brands, namely: Baglietto, a
historical, over 160-year-old boatyard in La Spezia,
specialised in building luxury yachts, Bertram Yacht, a
nautical icon in the United States, and CCN.
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